Racing Paper Horses
Supplies needed:
Two pieces of construction paper
A pencil
● A ruler with centimeter and millimeter marks
● Scissors
● A way to make a ramp – A few books and a board often work well.
● The template below
●
●

Set ting Up:
Making the horse will take you a bit of experiment in and of itself, but
if you follow these guidelines, the horse should walk right out of the
gate with very few tweaks.
Using the not-to-scale template below, use your ruler and pencil to
create a rectangle that is 15 cm by 4.5cm. Split the long direction into
three 5.0cm, and the short direction into three 1.5 cm on each of the
ends.
Cut along the leg and lines so that you have three “tassels” on the ends. The legs, head, and tail should be free from each other, but still attached to the
body.
Curl the tail up. We do this so the horse balances.
Fold the head – several different methods can be used here, and this is an area of experimentation. But, aim to have it held high so it counter balances
the tail. I pinched it near the middle, and bent it down from that point.
Finally, gently shape the feet by cutting off the slanted triangle at a curve. We found that the sharp corners don’t work as well, so make them just
slightly curved. (See second page for picture.)
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Set up the race track:
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Use a few books and a board to create a ramp. Add your other piece of construction paper to the top of it.
There is a lot of room for experimentation here with friction. It would be a great time to explore what surfaces are too slick and too sticky to work.

Racing Paper Horses
The Science:
There are several things going on here. We mentioned before balance. On
top of balance there is friction, geometry, and momentum. Let’s look at
each one briefly.
Bal ance:
The head and tail balance each other to keep the horse standing upright
instead of tipping forward or back. This is important on an incline just as
much as on a flat surface.
Geome try:
The feet are slightly curved to help the horse move down the ramp. It
rocks back and forth on those gentle curved “hooves” as it walks down the
ramp. Different shapes may cause them to not move, slide, or even gallop.
Geometry of the ramp could impact the speed and gait of the horse as
well.

Friction:
The surface your horse walks down is important. Too smooth and there is no grip for the horse feet to catch onto. Too rough and it won’t move. Testing
different surfaces will give your horse a different gait, too.
Momentum:
Momentum is the physics behind making all this possible. As the horse moves from one side to the other, momentum is created. If the surface you have
it optimal for the foot shape and material you made the horse out of, it could walk down the entire length of the ramp.

Experiment Ideas:

Game Ideas:

✯

Change the angle of the head
Curl the tail differently
✯ Change the curve of the hooves
✯ Use different surfaces for the ramps
✯ Change the angle and height of the ramp
✯ Use different paper for the horse
✯ Shorten the tail or head to see if it balances
✯ Try different sizes of horses – how big you can make it and it will
still work? How small?

✯

✯

✯

Speed builds
Ramp races
✯ Design and round robin competitions (great for co-ops and birthday
parties)

Get More For Free* On Our Website
You’re a hard working educator. It’s tough to find quality
materials you can trust, look enticing enough for you to
grade and work with, let alone enticing for the students to
enjoy and learn from.
We take a different approach to creating tools based off
our 20+ years of experience between our staff, hands on
approach to teaching, and irreverence for serious matters.
We like to infuse things with fun and facts, colour and a
touch of grown up – all in a delicate balance to make the
chore of homework seem like fun.
Ready to learn more?

*Pay What You Want Pricing
On our site’s store we do pay what you want (PWYW) pricing. That means you can pay choose to pay for a
dinner, a cup of coffee, or just take what you need for free – your choice.
Why?
We believe that good educational tools shouldn’t be out of reach for people trying to better themselves and the
world around them. Digital items never expire, never need to be stocked, and have no overhead other than
website hosting fees. Thus, you shouldn’t have to have a tug of war between if you want to better the world or
give up another goal. PWYW allows you to take on the world with confidence.

Collaboration
We’ve built a lot of what we have off our needs and educators like you. We take requests to put on our to do list
at any time. If you’d like to hire our graphic designers to make a packet for you, you can definitely higher them
out, as well.

Dig through our growing collection of resources at https://insanitek.net
There’s a blog full of ideas, a library of resources full of workshops, an ever-growing supply of resources in the
store.

Clickable link

https://insanitek.net

